PSC 285:Environmental Politics
Summer I 2022
Kevin S. Fridy
Phone: (813) 257‐3767
E‐mail: kfridy@ut.edu
Course Website: http://ut.blackboard.com
Meetings:
Whole Group:

Wednesday (8‐12:15pm) as needed for discussion. Accessed via “Class Meeting” link
from our course Bb page.
Individual Hours:

Monday (9am‐noon) in 30‐minute blocks. Appointments must be scheduled at least 24
hours in advance. To schedule a meeting click on the “Schedule Office Hours” tab on our
course Bb page. Before our scheduled meeting you will receive a Zoom calendar
invitation by email for the time of your appointment. These office hours are first come,
first served.

Objective:
Politics is about who gets what, when, and how. This course explores the ways in which
environmental policies benefit some while harming others. Students explore the ways particular
policies designed to promote environmental protections impact individuals. We also explore how
a lack of environmental protections has consequences not just for flora and fauna but for
humans. Students will learn to perform a cost/benefit analysis of environmental policies that
takes into account residents of the impacted area and the world.

Student Learning Outcomes:
This course is designed such that students who have immersed themselves in the readings and
lectures, attended discussion sections regularly, completed all assignments thoughtfully, studied
the exam, and participated fully in the course in general should be able to do the following by
the end of the course:

SLO1: The student will understand major theories and issues in the field of
environmental politics.

SLO2: The student will understand best practices in common pool resource
management.

SLO3: The student will be able to engage critically and creatively with self‐collected data
to test an environmental politics hypothesis.
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Requirements:
Though it may be altered slightly and/or clarified by professorial edict either in class or via
email, consider this syllabus a contract between you and your professor that lists both what you
can expect from class and what is expected of you. Check it regularly. You are expected to read
EVERYTHING assigned on the syllabus. You are also expected to watch EVERY lecture and attend EVERY
discussion. Visiting me during ZOOM hours to discuss issues raised in class, readings, and your
community conservation notebook is also a good idea.
You will be evaluated in this class based on your performance on 4 assignments. These
assignments, along with their relative weights, are as follows:
Exam (35%) – The exam is open book and open note and covers all material from the
readings, video lectures, and in‐class discussions for weeks 1 through 3. The exam
measures Student Learning Outcome 1 (SLO1) and may include multiple choice, short
answer, and essay questions. There will be NO review sheet. Late or early exams will only
be given in extreme circumstances with prior permission (at least two weeks in advance)
from the professor or a documented and approved excuse. Unexcused late exams will be
penalized at a rate of 5 points per day. If you miss an exam, it is YOUR responsibility to
contact me on the day of the exam or sooner to schedule a make‐up.
Debate Discussion (15%) – During the first‐class discussion, each student will be assigned
a debate and a side from the Taking Sides textbook. You are expected to summarize the
position you have been assigned in front of the class in 10 minutes or less. After you and
your partner present your sides, as a team you are to lead a roughly 30‐minute discussion
on the debate topic. A guide to leading discussions and a rubric for this assignment are
available to you on Blackboard. The debate measures SLO1. Debates missed because of
an unexcused absence receive a zero. Three‐quarters of your grade is based on your
debate discussion performance. One‐fourth of the grade is based on how well you
participate in the debate discussions of your peers by asking well‐informed questions and
engaging in discussion.
Ostrom Book Review (15%) – As a class we read Elinor Ostrom’s Governing the Commons.
Each student is required to write a short (1500 words or less) book review of Ostrom
following the guidance of the “How to Write an Academic Book Review” flier available to
you on Bb. This assignment measures SLO2. Unexcused late reviews will be penalized at
a rate of 5% per day.
Community Conservation Notebook (35%) – At the end of the term you will all submit a
community conservation notebook. This notebook measures SLO3 and has four parts: (I)
Site Backgrounds: a physical description of your three protected sites and a socio‐
economic/demographic description of the neighborhoods in which they are situated, a
history of the sites, and a account of how they are governed; (II) Human Usage: your
measurement and observations of human usage at the three sites; (III) Environmental
Protection: your measurement and observations of conservation at the three sites; and
(IV) Reflection: an essay that answers the question – “What does the analysis of these
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three sites teach us about community conservation and development?” – that lets you
reflect on what you have learned from your project. This notebook should be well
written and researched, draw on insights from the literature, show careful consideration
and application of the measurement devices we construct as a class, and have ample
documentation to demonstrate your conclusions. Feel free to spice it up with pictures,
graphs, and tables. Submit your assignment via a Turnitin link available in the course Bb
Assignments tab. Unexcused late papers are penalized 5% per day. You will be given an
opportunity during Week 6 to present your research and analysis for feedback. Though
this assignment is ungraded, the opportunity for feedback is an important part of the
research process for you and your peers. Shirking this opportunity without a
documented and excusable absence results in a deduction of 20 points from your course
notebook grade. Maximum page limit for this assignment is 12 pages inclusive of tables,
pictures, and citations (single‐spaced, 1‐inch margins, 12pt TNR font).

Important Due Dates:
Debate
Exam
Ostrom Book Review
Community Conservation Notebook

Wednesday 8 June (8am‐12:15pm)
Monday 13 June (9am‐11am)
Wednesday 15 June (8am)
Friday 1 July (11:59pm)

Required Texts:
Dobson Dobson, Andrew. Environmental Politics: A Very Short Introduction.
ISBN: 9780199665570
Easton Easton, Thomas. Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Environmental Issues. (17th ed)
ISBN: 9781259853357
Ostrom Ostrom, Elinor. Governing the Commons.
ISBN: 9781107569782
 Article or chapter available through UT Blackboard.
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Grading:
The course letter grade will be determined according to the following scale:
Letter Grade
A
AB
B
BC
C
CD
D
F

Numeric Scale*
93‐100
88‐92
83‐87
78‐82
73‐77
68‐72
60‐67
Below 60

Quality Points
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.0

*I will round up at the .5 and NOT before. For example, if you earn an 87.49 you will receive a B
for the class. If you earn an 87.5 you will receive an AB. The only exception to this rule concerns
the line between a D and an F. If you make below 60 points, even if it is by the smallest fraction
of a point, I will NOT round up.

COURSE SCHEDULE
The course schedule is subject to change at the professor’s sole discretion. Any changes will be announced in class, via email, and/or via
Blackboard.

Week 1 (May 23 – 27)
Introduction to Environmental Politics
Online Lectures: 1) Politics and 2) History
Readings: Syllabus;  Brick, Philip. 2004. “The Greening of Political Science: Growth Pains and
New Directions.” Perspectives on Politics 2(2): 337‐346; and  Cronon, William. 1995. “The
Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature.” In Uncommon Ground:
Rethinking the Human Place in Nature. New York, NY: WW Norton, 69–90.

Week 2 (May 31 – June 3)
Before
Landscape of “Environmental Politics”
Wednesday Online Lectures: 3) Actors, 4) Issues, and 5) Principles
Readings: Dobson and Easton Unit 2

Wednesday
8:00am‐
12:15pm

Discussions:
1. Introductions
2. What is Environmental Politics?
3. Politics of Conservation and Preservation

Week 3 (June 6 – 10)
Before
Environmental Politics of Energy, Food, and Pollution
Wednesday Online Lectures: 6) Energy, 7) Food, and 8) Pollution
Readings: Easton Units 3, 4, and 5.

Wednesday
8:00am‐
12:15pm
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Week 4 (June 13 – 17)
Monday
EXAM
9:00am‐
11:00am
Before
Community‐Based Conservation
Wednesday Online Lectures: 9) Ostrom
Readings: Ostrom.

Wednesday
8:00am‐
12:15pm

Discussion: Ostrom and the Commons
OSTROM BOOK REVIEW

Week 5 (June 20 – 24)
Before
Selecting Cases, Measuring Conservation, and Observing Human Activity and
Wednesday Development
Online Lectures: 10) Measurement
Readings:  United Nations Environment Programme. 2016. Completing America’s Inventory
of Public Parks and Protected Areas. Cambridge, UK: UNEP‐WCMS;  Hostetler, Mark E. and
Martin B. Main. 2017. Florida Monitoring Program: Point Count Method to Survey Birds. UF
IFAS: Gainesville, FL; and  Alkire, Sabina and Andy Sumner. 2013. “Multidimensional
Poverty and the Post‐2015 MDGs.” Development 56(1): 46‐51.

Wednesday
8:00am‐
12:15pm

Discussion: Operationalizing Variables for our Community Conservation
Notebooks

Week 6 (June 27 – July 1)
Wednesday
Student Notebook Presentations
8:00am‐
12:15pm
*** COMMUNITY CONSERVATION NOTEBOOK due 1 July ***
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UT Policies:
These are a few things every student should know.
Syllabus Subject to Change ‐ This syllabus is informational in nature and is not an express
or implied contract. It is subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances, as a result
of any circumstance outside the University’s control, or as other needs arise. If, in the
University’s sole discretion, public health conditions or any other matter affecting the
health, safety, upkeep or wellbeing of our campus community or operations requires the
University to make any syllabus or course changes or move to remote teaching,
alternative assignments may be provided so that the learning objectives for the course,
as determined by the University, can still be met. The University does not guarantee that
this syllabus will not change, nor does it guarantee specific in‐person, on‐campus classes,
activities, opportunities, or services or any other particular format, timing, or location of
education, classes, activities, or services.
Exposure to or Diagnosis of COVID‐19 ‐ What to do if you have an exposure or diagnosis
of COVID‐19 or are unvaccinated and have had exposure to COVID‐19?
If you have been diagnosed with COVID off‐campus, please confidentially report this to
UT’s local contact tracers Rapid‐Trace, so they can confidentially notify anyone else who
may have been exposed, provide you resources, work with you on isolation/quarantine
guidelines, and arrange notification to your professors as needed. Remember that it will
be up to you to communicate with your professors on how to make up coursework, as
remote accommodations are no longer in place. Students can contact Rapid‐Trace at
(813) 699‐3551. Rapid‐Trace can be reached daily from 7 a.m.‐9 p.m., with after‐hours
voicemail.
If you are diagnosed with COVID at the Dickey Health and Wellness Center ‐ Rapid‐Trace
will contact you. If you have been exposed to someone with a positive COVID diagnosis,
please contact Rapid‐Trace for guidance. Types of Close Contact that will be traced:
1) Physical contact – touching without protection
2) Close contact – within 6 ft. for 15 minutes or more
Please remember that these are general guidelines, and it is important to always follow
UT’s Spartan Shield directives for health and safety. If you are unvaccinated and feel you
have been exposed to COVID and have not been contacted by Rapid Trace, please
confidentially report the exposure to get assistance and guidance.
Title IX & Reporting Sexual Misconduct ‐ Sexual misconduct, including, but not limited to
acts of sexual harassment, nonconsensual sexual intercourse, nonconsensual sexual
contact, dating violence, domestic violence, stalking, gender‐based harassment or sexual
exploitation are prohibited by Title IX, the Student Code of Conduct and other University
policies.
The University strives to maintain a safe and nondiscriminatory campus community, and
to do so, it is important for the Spartan community to report any safety concerns, such as
acts of sexual misconduct. If you experience or witness any of these University prohibited
actions, the University encourages reporting these matters, so that the University is able
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to take prompt action to stop, prevent and remedy the effects of the harassment.
University resources and grievance procedure information will be provided to individuals
who may seek services or redress.
There are many options to making a Title IX/Sexual Misconduct report. You may report
this information through the University’s online Title IX Report form.1 The information will
be forwarded and reviewed by the Title IX Coordinator or a Title IX Deputy Coordinator,
who will contact you to provide further information on University grievance procedure
options and resources that are available.
You may also make a direct report by contacting the University’s Title IX Coordinator:
Kelsey San Antonio, Title IX Coordinator
Southard Family Building Suite #266
(KSanAntonio@ut.edu) (813)‐257‐3748
If you decide to discuss an incident with your course professor, it is important to note
that they are considered a Responsible Employee and are obligated to report the
information you share to the University’s Title IX Coordinator.2
If you are not ready to disclose or report this information to the University, you may
disclose the information to a confidential party, such as a Victim Advocate, and/or a
Counselor or Medical Clinician at the Student Health Center3, to discuss any further
options and resources available before deciding to report.
* The Victim’s Advocacy Hotline: (victimadvocacy@ut.edu) (813) 257‐3900
* Counseling Center (counselingservices@ut.edu) (813) 253‐6250
* Student Health ‐ Medical Services (healthcenter@ut.edu) (813) 253‐6250
For more information, see The University of Tampa’s Title IX webpage4 and the Student
Code of Conduct5 webpage.
ADA Statement ‐ Students with disabilities: If you require accommodations because of a
disability, please call (813) 257‐5757 or e‐mail disability.services@ut.edu for information
on registering with Student Disability Services. You can also submit your request for
accommodations and supporting documentation via an Accommodation Request.6 Please
feel free to discuss this with me in private for more information. If you encounter
disability‐related barriers accessing the online content for this course, please contact
Sharon Austin, Academic Technology Accessibility Specialist, at saustin@ut.edu. If the
initial access to the content cannot be resolved, the university will provide individuals
with disabilities access to, and use of, information and data by an alternative means that
meets the identified needs.

1

www.ut.edu/titleixreport
There is an exception to this required reporting for preventative education programs and public awareness
events or forums. For more information about exempt events, please contact the Title IX Office.
3
A disclosure to a Dickey Health and Wellness Center Counselor or Medical clinician is only confidential when the
disclosure is within the course of mental or medical health treatment and services.
4
https://www.ut.edu/titleix
5
https://www.ut.edu/studentconduct
6
https://ut‐accommodate.symplicity.com/public_accommodation/
2
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Campus Closure Statement ‐ Course interruption due to adverse conditions: In case of any
adverse condition or situation which could interrupt the schedule of classes, each student
is asked to access UT Homepage7 for information about the status of the campus and class
meetings. In addition, please refer to UT Blackboard8 for announcements and other
important information. You are responsible for accessing this information.
Academic Integrity Statement ‐ The University of Tampa is committed to the development
of each student to become a productive and responsible citizen who embraces the values
of honesty, trust, fairness, respect, and responsibility. Upholding academic integrity and
promoting an ethical standard that does not condone academic misconduct is an
important demonstration of these values and underpins how we live and learn in a
community of inquiry. Students are expected to act ethically in the pursuit of their
education and to avoid behaviors that run counter to participation in and demonstration
of their learning. The Academic Integrity Policy9 lists several common types of violations
related to cheating, unauthorized collaboration or assistance, plagiarism, and more.
While the policy lists common violations and examples, it is not an exhaustive list and
instructors may identify other types of conduct that impacts their ability to evaluate what
has been learned substantively enough to constitute a violation of this policy. An
instructor may impose a wide range of sanctions for academic integrity violations from
completing a more difficult replacement assignment to an F in the course. Particularly
severe violations or multiple violations throughout a student’s academic career may
result in suspension or expulsion from the University.
Attendance Policy and Excused Absences ‐ The University of Tampa has a General
Attendance Policy in the Catalog. As stated, students are expected to attend class and
academic programs and individual faculty may require specified levels of attendance for
successful completion of a course. However, the University has identified specific types
of absences as either excused or unexcused absences. Students should be aware of each
type of absence and the impact on their ability to complete work that was missed during
their absence.
Faculty must be notified of scheduled excused absences in advance in order for students
to receive accommodation for work missed. The type of absence must fall within the
categories specified in the catalog and the faculty member may determine how far in
advance notification must be provided.
Certain types of unscheduled absences may also qualify as excused. Faculty may require
documentation or verification. This would include isolation or quarantine due to COVID.
The policy requires faculty to accommodate excused absences, including graded work,
in a fair manner. This is determined by the faculty member and is dependent on the
structure of the course and what work was missed. This may include replacement of work
with something equivalent or having the work excluded from the student’s grade. Faculty
7

http://ut.edu
https://utampa.okta.com
9
http://ut.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/catalog/Academic‐Policies‐and‐Procedures/Academic‐Integrity‐Policy
8
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are NOT required or expected to provide accommodation through remote access to the
class or by providing a recording of the class session.
Faculty may determine that a student has missed too much participant‐dependent work
to successfully accomplish learning outcomes, even if the absences meet the criteria for
excused absences.
Faculty are not required to allow a student to make up work missed due to unexcused
absences.
Class Disruption Statement ‐ Every student has the right to a comfortable learning
environment where the open and honest exchange of ideas may freely occur. Each
student is expected to do his or her part to ensure that the classroom (and anywhere else
the class may meet) remains conducive to learning. This includes respectful and courteous
treatment of all in the classroom. According to the terms of the University of Tampa
Disruption Policy, the professor will take immediate action when inappropriate behavior
occurs. Details of the policy may be found at Disruption of the Academic Process.10
Face Coverings/Masks ‐ To reduce their risk of becoming infected and potentially
spreading it to others, the CDC recommends11 everyone wear a mask in public indoor
settings if they are in an area of substantial or high transmission regardless of vaccination
status.
All UT community members and their guests are required to wear face masks while
indoors on campus, regardless of vaccination status. Exceptions are permitted when
eating, participating in athletic practices and contests, and instruction in selected fine
arts. Residential students and their guests are to wear masks in public areas of residence
halls but do not need to do so in private rooms. Detailed instructions on how best to
navigate these activities will be provided by the respective areas, including Dining
Services, Athletics, the Riseman Fitness and Recreation Center, Residence Life, and the
College of Arts and Letters. In addition, instructors and podium presenters who are
vaccinated and physically distanced may remove their masks for the duration of their
presentation.
Students should bring a face mask supply when coming to campus. Health experts
encourage surgical masks, KN95 masks or N95 masks (for health care workers), which
offer additional protection.
Failure to wear a face mask will mean that one cannot enter a building nor attend class.
It is considered disruptive behavior and will be treated in the classroom through our
disruptive classroom behavior policy and outside the classroom through Student Conduct.

10

http://ut.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/catalog/Academic‐Policies‐and‐Procedures/Disruption‐of‐the‐
Academic‐Process
11
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019‐ncov/vaccines/stay‐up‐to‐date.html
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Class Rules, Etiquette, and Advice:
I like my job a lot. There are few things I can imagine doing more satisfying than providing
inquisitive minds with an atmosphere conducive to thinking more critically about their own
assumptions and the world in which we live. The image of students leaving my classroom just a
bit more prepared to make their society better is sustaining. Following is a list of policies and
practices designed to help you make the most out of the course and improve the classroom
experience for the both of us.
DO take care of your mental health – College can be a stressful time in a young person’s
life. The American Psychiatric Association published a recent study of college students
observed over the course of a single academic year. Over 60% of students reported feeling
things were hopeless one or more times, almost 40% of the men and 50% of the women
reported feeling so depressed that they had difficulty functioning one or more times, and
10% of the students reported seriously considering attempting suicide at least one time.
If at some point during your time at UT you begin to feel out of control for any reason you
should realize that you are not alone and there is help available to you. Your professors
are happy to counsel you on the problems you are having coping with academic life, but
there are dedicated mental health counselors available to you through UT’s Health and
Counseling Center located at 111 North Brevard Ave (behind Austin Hall) who you may
feel more comfortable disclosing certain types of non‐academic problems to. The time to
deal with mental health issues is when they arise and not after your grade has
deteriorated. The Health Center’s email is counseling@ut.edu and their phone numbers
are 813‐253‐6250 (during business hours) and 813‐257‐7777 (outside of business hours
for emergencies).
DO read the assigned texts – The amount and content of the reading assignments are well
within the realm of reasonable for a class at this level. I have looked at syllabi from many
different institutions of higher learning to come confidently to this conclusion. Do the
assigned readings before each class and you will get the most out of the lectures. Though
there are some things covered in the assigned readings that will not be covered in lecture,
and vice versa, the lectures and readings build off each other. I will not hesitate to pull
exam questions from readings not covered in class and from lectures not covered in the
readings.
DO engage in class discussions thoughtfully – There will be lots of opportunities for you
to contribute to conversations in the classroom. Most of my lectures have a built‐in
component for student input because I think it is important that you not only read and
hear the information, but have to reconstitute and challenge it. I am also delighted to
entertain questions when you have them and follow tangents that you would like to
explore. Class periods when students are engaged and contributing seem to go by much
faster than class periods when students are checked out. Students who regularly
contribute to the classroom conversation do significantly better than students who do
not on exams. So pretend the information we are covering is really interesting and jump
at the opportunity to challenge the material. After a while you will find that you do not
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have to pretend any more. If you are shy this is good practice for you. Use the class to
build your confidence and public speaking skills. If you are worried about your peers’
impressions of you forget about it. Those who value education will find your contributions
useful and those who roll their eyes are dull and uninteresting.
DO visit me during office hours – If you have a question about something we covered in
class, need feedback on an assignment, want to discuss something you discovered outside
of class that you think connects to course content in an interesting way, or just want to
chat FEEL FREE to drop by office hours. I keep at least five hours per week and these hours
are for you. You are not pestering me or taking me away from something more important.
It is nice to talk with students outside of our regular classroom setting.
DO NOT send me an email unless it’s absolutely necessary – With several classes and
nearly 100 students a semester emails can become cumbersome. While I know email
seems convenient from the student point of view because it is more instantly gratifying
and relatively labor free, I have found the method of communication a poor way to convey
the complex concepts we deal with in class and for general points of inquiry it is inefficient
as emails regularly get lost in my Inbox. So how can you decide if an email must be sent
to me? I would encourage you to ask yourself the following three questions:
1) Can I find the answer on the syllabus, in a text, or online?
2) Is it something one of my colleagues in class can answer?
3) Can it wait until next class or office hours?
If you answer any of these questions in the affirmative, PLEASE fight against the
temptation to hit send. If you answer all of the questions in the negative, feel free to send
the email. Make sure, however, to send it form your @spartans.ut.edu email account and
keep in mind that I only check email during office hours. Also if you submit an assignment
by email I will NOT grade it. Most assignments are submitted via Blackboard/Turnitin and
for those few which require hardcopies there is a drop box on the outside of my office
door.
DO NOT ask if it is on the exam – I do not give out study guides. This is a university class
and when I attended university ages ago study guides, like the iPod and indoor plumbing,
were not yet invented. This experience taught me that learning things the readings and
lectures cover that are not on the exam can be just as important and enlightening as
learning things that will appear on the exam. Anything in the readings or lectures is fair
game for an exam. Things covered in both readings and lectures, which I post online in
the form of Powerpoint slides, are slightly more likely to show up on the exam.
DO NOT ask for extra credit – Rarely I give out extra credit opportunities. When I do, the
opportunity is initiated by me and open to all students in class. I have never given an extra
credit assignment to a student who initiates the request. Giving out extra credit
opportunities to select students makes grades for my courses unreliable measures of
student success and your goal should be to master the material assigned on the syllabus.
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DO take responsibility for missed classes – There are an infinite number of reasons
students miss class. On exam days, you owe me an excuse if you want to avoid a late
penalty. For all other class days, you do not need to ask permission to miss, nor do you
owe me an explanation. The lectures and discussions you miss, however, are testable
material that may show up on an exam. As a courtesy to students, I uploaded old video
lectures to Blackboard that cover much of the content I would cover in class. They do not
cover everything we go over in class and because they were made for past semesters
might have inaccurate information about assignments or due dates. I do NOT provide
individualized make‐up lectures to students who miss a class. It is not unusual for handful
of students to miss each class and the expectation that each will receive a personalized
lecture is unreasonable. I do NOT answer questions similar to “did I miss anything
important?” Answering such questions implies that a two‐hour lecture/discussion can be
boiled down into an email or few minute recitation and gives the false impression to many
students that content not covered in the recap will not be on the exam. So what should
you do if you miss a class? Make connections with your colleagues, especially those who
take good notes. When you miss, ask them to share. If you expect your colleagues to be
helpful in times of need, it behooves you to return the favor. Do the readings, go through
the video with your colleague’s notes, and write down any questions you have about the
content therein. Feel free to sign up for office hours and ask those questions.
DO understand what your grade represents – I assume every student who enters my class
wants to take away a greater understanding of the world and that the grade (s)he receives
is but a formal, and somewhat abstract and imprecise, reflection of the knowledge (s)he
has gained. The average student in my courses typically earns a low B (3.0) or a high C
(2.0). This grade represents both effort and skill so students that put in more effort than
average and/or are more skilled than average will do better than this, whereas students
who put in less effort than average and/or are less skilled will do worse. It is not easy to
earn an A in my course and few will. On the other hand it is even more difficult to earn an
F in my course but a few students every semester put in nearly no effort and/or do not
have the skills necessary for a college‐level course in Political Science. I have given failing
marks to students who I think are wonderful people and given A grades to students who
I would rather never see again. Grades are not personal statements on your character,
they are a professional opinion of the work you submit.
DO learn how to question grades respectfully – I do my best to communicate expectations
and make sure my comments on graded assignments pinpoint areas where you did well
and areas where you needed to put in some more work. There will, however, occasionally
be questions about the grade you receive. I will NOT change a grade or let you resubmit
an assignment simply because you want a better grade. If, however, you think I made a
mistake I will consider changing a grade ONLY after the following conditions have been
met: 1) You must wait at least 24 hours but no more than two weeks after your grade is
submitted to Blackboard to file a complaint; and 2) You must submit in writing (typed and
printed out) a detailed explanation of why you think you deserve a different grade. I will
review your submission and give you my final decision within a week of receipt at which
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time I will consider the “negotiation” complete and any further appeals on the issue will
be directed to the university Grade Appeal procedure.
DO know the university policy on “excused” absences – I do not take roll so the only time
you need an excused absence is when there is an assignment due. The UT catalog has a
detailed section on excused absences. It falls under the heading “Class Attendance and
Participation” in the Academic Policies and Procedures section. There are no excuses for
late Blackboard submitted assignments. You know about them well in advance and a last‐
minute illness or death in the family should not affect your ability to turn in the
assignment. Excuses for missed exams or meetings are granted following university
procedures. The best way to be granted an excused absence is with prior approval. If you
will miss an exam or presentation due to a previously scheduled event, let me know at
least two weeks in advance and you will usually be allowed an early exam or presentation.
In the event that prior approval is not possible, you must provide acceptable
documentation detailing the reasons for your excuse as soon as possible. Be thorough
with this documentation as the burden of proving an absence is excusable falls on the
student. For each assignment listed in this syllabus there is a detailed policy regarding late
penalties. Many of these policies grant an exception for “excused” absences. Whether an
absence is “excused” or not is up to the discretion of your professor based on the
guidelines outlined above.
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